Read Codes for Safeguarding Children

A standard approach to coding is essential. Where there is a safeguarding concern
it is also good practice to flag the notes of the whole family so any other
professionals are aware of concerns if the family splits or moves.

The CCG would like to use a standardised approach to coding using the identified
codes that based on a three stage approach to coding Child Maltreatment:

So, if I have a concern about a child and would like to record this, what could
I do?
o

Stage 1: the main area of consensus was to 'red flag' children with

considered maltreatment

(as defined by NICE) using one single code, ‘Cause

for Concern’.
o

Stage 2 is what the consensus came up with as most important to code after

the minimum red flag.
o

Stage 3 is the longer list of recommended codes.

What is the minimum Red Flag code we should be using for stage 1 coding?
Health care professionals should flag whenever maltreatment is considered using
the term:
‘Child is cause for concern’ which would be coded as either Read version 2 term:
13If or Read 3:XaMzr
What if I want to use a code that is not in this list of provided codes?
This is not a problem. We envisage that through an iterative process stage 2 and
stage 3 code lists will be revised through a regular process of review where we can
discuss all the suggested codes particularly for stage 3.

Are the templates and feedback form available online?
All the materials mentioned above are downloadable through the following web
link: http://www.clininf.eu/maltreatment
So what are the key messages?
1. This recommended approach for recording maltreatment concerns was
generated from a systematic analysis of current practice and builds on
evidence that use of data entry forms and/or standardised coding in primary
care settings can improve recording.
2. Improved recording allows the GP to rapidly identify any previous
maltreatment concerns during a consultation.
3. At a practice level, searches for children with maltreatment concerns can be
used to ensure rate review in team meetings or early intervention (e.g.
targeted health visiting and parent training).
4. We recommend that GPs flag whenever maltreatment is considered using
the code ‘child is cause for concern’ (Read version 2 term: 13If Read 3:
XaMzr) and an optional data entry form (template) for key elements of the
case.
Who should I contact if I need any other information?
In the first instance please contact Dr K McDonald (ken.mcdonald@nhs.net)
Named Doctor for Safeguarding in Barnsley CCG.
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